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APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO FILE AMICUS CURIAE BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
GUL N. MILEIKOWSW BY THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PIKk‘SICIANS &
SURGEONS, INC,

INTEREST OF AMICUS CURIAE
The Association of Amencan Physicians & Surgeons, hc.(‘‘Ns’’)js a non-profit
niational organization consisting of thousands of physicians in all specialties. Founded in 1943,

nprPS is dedicated to defending the patient-physician relationship and free enterprise in
medicine. AAPS is one of the largest physician organizations fUnded virtually entirely by its

physician membership. This enables it Oto speak directly on behalf of ethical medicd practice
rand the interests ofpatients who ontrust their care to physicians,

AAPS files amicus briefs in

casts of high importance to the medical profession, like this one. See, e.g.,Stenblerg Y.
’

530 U.S. 914 (2000) (U.S. Supreme Court citing M

Carhart,

S hequently); UnitedStater v. Rutgard,

2 16 F.3d 1270 (9” Cir. 1997).

AAPS vigorously opposes the tendency of hospitals to use ‘‘shampeer reviews” to rid
themselves of physioians who speak out in favor of hprovcd patient care or test;@ against

hospitals in malpractice proceedings. Nothing in federal or state law authorizes or confers
protection on those who misuse peer review to destroy a physician.

M

S submits this brief to

(emphasizethat peer reviews should not extend to actions taken to cover up a hospital’s
%wrongdoing
or promote its financial interests.
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MEMORANDUM OF AMICUS C U .THE ASSOCIATION OF AhrllERICAN
PHYSICIANS & SURGEONS, INC. IN SUPPORT OF PETITIONER-APPELLANTGXL
N. MILEIKOWSKY, M.D.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR RJJVIE'VV
Amicus adopts and incorporates the statement of issues presented for review

as

previously submitted in the Briefs of Plaintiff-Appellant Dr.( 3 1 N. Miltikowsky,

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Amicus adopts and incorporates the statement of the case as previously submitted in the

:Brie&of PlahtifFAppcllantDr. Ch1 N. Mileikowsky.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
Amicus adopts and incorporates the statement of facta as previously submitted in the

Briefs of Plaintiff-Appellant Dr. Gil N.Mileikowsky.
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dlBaf@m
Summary suspension is typically equivalent to the death penalty for a phy!sician. It
;Innounces to the whole world that the physician is SO dangerous that he had to be immediately

~aestrained.Federal law requires reporting it to the National Practitioners Data Bank, upon which
a11 hospitals nationwide rely. Summary suspension is understoodto be the most extreme action a

hospital can take against a physician on std,and is historically codincd to situations far mort
extreme than that presented at bar. It$ legal analog is the exigency cxccption to search warrant

requirements, whereby the police can enter a home without a warrant if a defendant is armed and
Idangemus or there is otherwise an emergency. But tho exigency must be legitimsite, and it was
:not hen,

The surmnary suspcneion of Appellant Dr,Mileikowsky lacked any justification in
potential harm to any patients.

He w a suspended on November 16,2000, based on trumped-up

and disingenuous allegations. The most serious charge appears to be that Dr.Mileikowsky
perfonncd an inadequate circumcision,but the “cxpext” who made the allegation bad never

performed a circumcision! Moreover, them WBB no real’hazm to the patiemt, who was released
immediately afterwards by that same doctor who examined bim. Another reviewer was ignored

by the hospital. He criticized Dr.Mileikowsky in a way that directly contradictctl the complaint

of the first “expert”, In another instance, Tenet improperly attempted to extend al resbriction on
nurses to Dr.Milcikowsky, complaining how he utilked a vacuum procedure in lconnection with
delivering a baby,,Afterwards, the mother and child wore in excellent health and, expressed

gratitude to Dr.Mileikowsky for his fine care. The other charges against this ph:ysician date back
as far as ten years and cannot justiQ discipline as harsh as the summary suspension,
~00005193.DOC~
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Summary suspension requires the threat of immediate bodily harm to one or more
patients. There was never a plausible c l a b of such thteat posed by Dr.Mileikowsky, nor could
there bc. Summary suspension bypasses the ordinary procedural safeguards for phpicians and

their patients, enabling a hospital arlmistration to take abrupt and draconian action only in
exigent circumstances. Nothing remotely similar to that requirement exists here, Suxnmary
sppcnsion on these facts is the sine qua non of bad faith peer review, incrtasing1,yknown among

physicians, hospitals and now even courts as “sham p e a review.“ As shown below, the action
by Tenet was entirely unjustified and is undeserving of peer roview immunity,

I,

y
HE su
ow K Y W
-UNREASONABLE,CAPRICIOUS AND MALICIOUS.
Bad faith presumptively mists where, as here, summary suspension is imposed without

any evidence that the physician poses any b e a t of immediate harm to patients. ‘hthe absence of

meaningful evidence of imminent barm,defendant Tenet has combad the rncdicsd records of Dr.
Mileikowsky to find whatever it can trump up in its determination to exclude him from the staff.

In this case, it found remarkably little in its campaign to oust him, demonstrating; that the
expulsion was for personal rather than proftssional reasons.

The cited bases for the summary suspension o f Dr.Mileikowsky are absurdly pmtextual.

In one of only two hospital omp plaints about his recent treatment of patients, it argues that a
urologist should have attended to a cimumdsion that Dr. Mileikowsky pa-formed. Yet the

M&cA Hearing Coxrdttoe never made an adverse finding against Dr.Mildcowsky, and it is
easy to see why. The hospital’s “expert” was Ih.C.Irani,but he discharged the patient

immediately after examining hirn, thereby demonstrating that them was not an illjury of any
~aooO5l93.DOC}
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~miousncss,Even more telling, Dr.kani himself had never once perfonntd a cirwmcision, yet

he insisted that Dr.Mileikowsky had removed too much skin. Another expert opinion, which
llad been withheld from the Medical Hearing Committee and Dr. Mileikowsky, directly
contradicted Dr. kani's view by declaring that Dt.Mileikowsky had left too much skin in the
circumcision. These conflicting opinions, in the context of a patient who was promptly

discharged after independent examination, utterly fails to satis@the high standard requircd for
summary suspension.

The other medical charge agsinst Dr,Mileikowsky is eves sillier, and dots not begin to
support the scverc discipline. Supposedly Dr.Mileikowsky departed fiom a hospital guideline
for nurses, not physicians, in applying a vacuum multiple timas and requesting fundal pressure.
Once again, there w a no
~ demonstrable halinn to a patient and clearly no justification here for

summary suspension. "his is no more significant than the nonmedical charges iisserted against

DT.Mileikowsky,,which are typical in nearly evcry sham peer review. Independent reviewers
have proven that Dr.hfilCikOWsky'5 medical work WEN within the standard of care, aod even

exeslplary.

There is, obviously, more here than mats the eye to explain Tenet's action. It feared the
conscquences of Dr.Milaikowslsy's outspolcenncss against wrongdoing attributable to the
hospital.

In 2000,he spoko out about the improptr destructionof the embryos of two couples

and also agreed to testify against the Encino Tanana Regional Medical Center in a malpractice

proceeding. The powerful hospital was dettxmined uot to allow a witness against it to continue
to main on stafX

Dr.Mileikowsky was poised to tell tho tNth for patients and possibly harm

the hospital economically, and it fobught back by eliminating him frPm its staff. The hospital's

!jhmpeer review is similar to that of other hospitals that act against thoso who speak out about
hospital negligence and wrongdoing,
If sustained, the summary suspension destroys Dr.Milcikowsky’s career and cnomously

oh115 all other doctors who are in a position to disclose wrongdoing by hospitals. The hospital
reports,

as it must, protkcted summary suspensions to the National Practitioner Data Bank

IWDB). The NPDB is effectively a blacklist that is used by prospective employcsrs and hospitals
to exclude physicians.

Prospective employers use the NPDB to reject job applicants; hospitals

lose it to deny applications for hospital privileges. The NPDB can wield more power over
physicians than the entko f M d and state court systems. In court, physiGians and everyone else
]have a rigbt to due process; but tbr~ughopcrabon of the WDB, salf-saruing acts by hospitals can

(anddo destroy those who speak out for patients as Dr.Mleikowsky did.

The public then suffm mormousiy. The number one cause of deaths in America is not
itragic fires, handguns, car accidents, or other familiar damitits. Instead, the top killer is

lhospital errors, iommpctenct, wrongdoing and cover-ups. ‘Wyou add up dl the deaths each yew

:born crime, fiom motor vehicle accidemts and &om Am, they will not equal the c:stirnatcd
180,000people who die in hospitals annually from some form of negligence or malpractice.” Bob

Herbert, “Victims of Malpractice Face a New Knife: Health ‘Refom,”’ San Jose Mercwy News

!?B(Aug,11, 1994). That was ten years ago, and only the tip ofthe iceberg then. “Scores of
thousands of patients each y e a are left paralyzed, braindamagcd, blind or otherwrist horribly

disabled fi-orn malpractice.” Id.
Ten years of hospital abuse of outspoken physicians like Dr.Milcikowsky have greatly

worsened the situation since 1994. The incessant retaliation against physicians who report

negligence, as Dt. Mleikowsky did, has kept the numbers of deaths caused by hospitals

astronomicaily high, S C V years
~ ago a widely publicized study by the Institute of Medicine
revealed that hospitals negligently 1411as many as 98,000patients each year. How could that be
,with so many physicians watching? The answer is illustmted by this case of Dr.Ibfileikowsky,

who complained about hospital negligence and finds himself subjected to a career-ending action
by the hospital, Predictably, the numburs of deaths caused by hospital negligence has not

declined since the Institute of Medicine’s raport.
The Chnstian Scienw Monitor teportsd last year that “about 1 of every 200 patients
admitted to a hospital died because of a treatment mistake ... [which] ww mor0 .,, than died in

1998 &om highway accidents (43,458). bresst cancer (42,297), or AIDS (1 6,5 16)? It then added
that some experts think this number of deaths due to hospital misconduct “was al.mostcertainly

far too low,” Oregory M. Lamb, “Fatal Errors Push Hospitals to Make Big Changes,’?Cluistian

Science Monitor, July 8,2004. The only way to reduce these mors is to stop rctialiation against
physicians like Dr.Mileikowsky who speak out against them.
A study by Health Grades, hc.,estimates that meatal errors in American hospitals
‘‘colltributed to almost 600,000patient deaths o v a the past three y a w , double the number of

deaths h m a study published in 2000 by the Wtuta of Medicine,” Paul Davie:;, “Fatal Medical

Errors Said To Be Marc Widespread,” Wall Street J.,

at D5 (July 27,2004). This Health Grades

study was basad on data Born “37 million Medicare patmts in every state over tlme years.” Id.

But when physicians like Dr.Mileikowsky complain about poor w o , they face discipline by the

hospital and revocation of their privileges or even license. This retaliation must :stopto allow
improvement in safety at hospitals.

7 h s type of retaliation by a hospital sets a dreadful preoodent for other physicians

knowledgeable about poor hospital care. Dr.Scott Plan& published a study of atrout 400

physicians in a 1998 edition of the Journal of Emergency Medicine. He found that almost I in 4

of roughly 400 physicians who responded to his SWCY had been tamhated or threatened with
termination for reporting problems with patimt care. Steve Twedt of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

has reported on the same problem in his s h e s “The Cost of Courage.” His articles demonstrated
the pervasiveness of this problem nationwide, describing in detail the experiences o f 25

physicians and a nurse all of who experienced retaliation after trying to improve lcare at their
respective institutions. He bas told us that Dr.Milelkowsky’s hospital peer rcvie:w,yet to be
complctcd, is the longest-naming one in the nation.

Dr.Hany Homer is a physician who had to fight all the way to the Supteine Court o f his
State of Virginia to.obtah reinstatement after retaliation for complaining about poor care at the

hospital. See Homer v, Dep ‘t of Mental Health, Mental Retardatton, & Substance Abuse Sews.,
2004 Va LEXIS 83 (va., June 10,2004). Though difficult to glean tiom the replorted decision,

Dr,Homer was exposing the poor oare of patients when an administrator at Western State
Hospital chargod him with violating another employee’s right to confidentiality. Similar to the

picayune charges against Dr.Milaikowsky here, the administration of Dr.Homer’s hospital

added charges that he wa6 guilty of abuse and neglect t>acausc he failed to wear p,lovts while
&wing a wound on a pationt’s foot. See Bob Stuart, “Court Rules fur whistlebdower,” News

Virginian, lune 16,2004

The impact of allowing retaliation against physicians like Dr.Mileikowslky is severe.
While the hospital benefits economically h m h h g up problems and covering up negligence,
{ oooos I 93.Doc1
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the public pays an enonnous price indeed. Lives are lost. In this case, embryos were senselessly
ldestroyedand fallopian tubes wrongfblly removed. Establishing quality control of the delivery of

medica1 cart may be economically harmfuI to the hospital, but essential to the public's safety and

economics, Killing the messenger does not ttsolve the problem, Instead, the hospital should be
held accountable,

In 2003,Tenet Healthcare Corporation and Tenet HealthSy~temsHospitals, hc.,the
owners and fliliates of the hospital at issue here, paid $5 1 million "to s d c govcmmsnt

allegations that Tcnet's Raiding, California facility performed unnecessary cardiac procedures
that were then billed to Medicara, Medicaid and TRTCARE. In addition, Tenot pilid nearly $3

million to reimburse California's Medicaid Amds." "Corporate GcCouptabiMy and Compliance

in Health Care - Will Health Care be the Next Enron?," Mondaq Businass Briefing, July 26,
2004. Punishing Dr.Mileikowsky, who was reporting on the misconduct at Tenet, only
encourages greater fiaud and more lossm to the public.

11,

ATED THE PROCEDURAL, RIGHTS OF DR MILE:IKowsIKyBY
ATING
TltIB: EIEARavGANI)N
I mNG HIM FURTH E R &
.
J~"%O$CALHERMAM
T
EDICAL B O W .
Tenet violated the procedural rights of Dr.Mileikowky hero. Viewing €urn as an

outspoken advocate of patient car0 who could end up costing it money, Tenet sought to m o v e

him fiom the staffno matter how good of a physician he is. Ita numerous vio1at:ions of his
procedural r@ts demonstrate that the peer review was a complete sham. Fbanc:ially Tenet
saved itself a bundle by destroying ih nemesis, but thae savings came dinctly at the expense of

patient care.

IooOo5193,OOC I
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On December 22,2004,California Superior Court Judge kymond M.Cadel recognized

how unjust this action by Tenet really was. Judge CadGi granted an extraordinaxy Writ of
Mandamus in favor of Dr.Mileikowslcy against the M o d i d Board of California.to prevent it
from acting on Tenet's baseless complaint to it (Tend's "805 Report")). Judge Cladei held that:

In this case, the Court finds that, as the result ofvarious irregularities in the process that
resulted in the order that petitionw submit to a mental examination, no slhowing of good
cause was made, or, in fact, could be made under the procedure followed in this
case.

Amended Minute M e r , Doc. 10,2004, at 2 (emphasis added). Judge Cadci fottnd that the

incidents were quite dated and that much of the allegations were based on hearsay "without any
specific factual context." Id.
Conflicts of interests hopelbssly tainted the Tenet's actions against Dr. bfileikowksy. It
was Tenet's own attorney,Daniel Wilhck, Esq., who presided over Dr.Mileikowksy's fair

hearing. Willick proceeded to act on the advice of Tenet's other counsel Christansen & Auer and

even terminated the procte&ng at its rquest, even though there was a prohibition on
involvement by Tmct's attorneys. Judge Cad& found M h a r confliot as follown:
Finally, and perhap most significantly,the record shows that the assigncld rndical
reviewer, Dr.Noble, was associatad with the institution that had made the '805 report,'
and that respondent knew ofthat association at the time he was appointed to review
petitioner's case. Such association suggests, at a minimurn, the possibility of a conflict
of Merest that dght taint Dr.Noble's ultimate conclusions. As noted, Dr.Noble did
not receive the material petitioner submitted to explain his actions.
Id, at 3 (emphasis added). The conflicts of interest or simply gross incompetence were

apparently so pervasive that materials submitted by Dr.Mildcowsky in conntct:ion with his
review were not even considared by the appropriate reviewers, Judge Cadei found that:

I00005 193.DOC'I
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Petitioner contends that many of the incidents recowted in the report may indeed be
explained as arising out of a dieputo between himself and the hospital management.
Respondent [medical board] permiteed petitioner to submit documentation explaining his
side of the matter, but the record indicates that respondent did not forward those materials
to the assigned medical reviewet for consideration. Moreover, it does not appear that
petitioner’s materials wore considered in respondent’s investigation report, although there
is evidence that they had been forwarded to the assigned investigator approximately seven
months prior to the date of the report. Similarly, them is no indication in the final order
for examination that petitioner’s materials were considered by anyone on behalf of
respondent$

It 1s we11 established under Califoda statc law that hospitals may not exclude a physician
based merely on personality conflicts, which is all that exists here. See Rosner v. Eden Township

jyo~pttalDistrict, 58 CaI.2d 592,598-99 (1962) (ovcrhnning an exclusion of a physician from a
medical staff by holding that “[i]n thcse circumstances there is a danger that the requirement of

itempcramental suitability will bo applied as a subtafhge where consideration having no
~r~]ovanct
to fitness are present”).

InR o w , as here, tho physician was targeted by the hospital

because of his testimony against it in a malpractice action, Id at 599 @r. Rosner “has apparently

testified for plaintiffs in malpractice CBSCS”). The California Supreme Court notcd that ‘‘a
hospital ,,. should not be permitted to adopt standards for the exclusion of doctons from the use of
its hospital which arc so vague and ambiguous a~ to provide a substantial danger of arbitnry

discrimination in &heirapplication.” Id. at 598, See also Clark Y. CoZumbidHC,QInfo. Sews.,
25 P,3d 215 (Sup.Ct. Nev. 2001) (hoIding against Tenet’s partner HCA because it found

pretextual tho hospital’s claim that the physician had becn “disny>tive”)).

It was improper for Willick to tanninate the pmwedings on the pretext that Dr.

Mileikowsy was somehow disrupting it, when there was at most a personality conflictb See
I oO005 I93.DOCI
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Lawrence R.Huntoon, M.D., Ph D,,
“Abuse of the ‘Disruptive Physician’ Clause,” 9 Journal of

American Physicims and Surgeons 68 (Fall 2004) (“Tho tam ‘disruptivephysician is purposely
general, vague, subjective, and undefined so that hospital administrators can inte;rpi:et it to mean

whatever they wish.”) (see Exbbit “A” attached hereto). There is no evidence of actual
disruption in the hearing transcript here. Grasping at straws, Willick cited a communicationby

Dr.Mileikowsky to the Medical Hearing C o d t t e , claiming that it was apctrte when it clearly
was not because all parties raceived that communkgfion. Failing With these pretexts, yet another
reason was invented for terminating the proceedhg8: that Dr. Mileikowsky should, not have
ulmrhunicated with the Committee at all. This is the most absurd argument, as Dr.Mileikowsky
did not forfeit his h e speech righa by joining the staff of Tenet. Obviously WiIlick terminated
the proceeding at the behest of Tenet because Dr.Milcikowsky w a scoring
~
points for his side,

That improper t d n a t i o n constituted a Violation of his proccdwal rights under the precedent of

Rosenblit Y. Superior Cowt, 231 Cal. App. 3d 1434 (1991).

In Rosenblir, the Court of Appeal reversed because the physician, Dr.Rosenblit, had not

received a fair hearing. using reasoning partkularly apt here, the C o M so held:
We are concerned with fkirplay and fair treatment; with the
physician’s right to practice his profession; with the public’s
right to a diversity of opinion among compoteat spacialist and
a variety of treatment options. The record demonstratts
Hospital was dedicated to removing Rosenblit rather than
providing a physician with a fait opportunity to defend his
treatment regiruen

I I

..”

Ad. at 1447. Dr.Romrblit’s lack of olrjection at the tima could not constitute a waiver because
he, like Dr,Mjleikowsky, was denied representation by counset. See id. at 1437; Jee also
Hackethal v. Calgornia Medicrtlhsociation, 138 Cal.App.3d435,444 (1982) (“E:ailurc to object

to those sessions should not be taken

as a binding waiver, The person whose rights arc being

determined should not be placed in a position of being required to object and thereby spur
hostility or not object aid thereby sufler waiver.”).

Pajiicularly 6grCgiOUS was Willick’s denial of Dr, Puliltikowsky‘s light to Irideotape the
hearing, which would have provided incontrovdble evidence of Willick’s bias and violation of
~ ~ r ~ c a drights.
~ r a l After expressly rejecting, without justification, Dr.Mileilcowsky’s request to

videotape the proceedings, and Wilhk represented that Tenet would anange for videotaping (CT
195) Yet Tenet did not videotape the proceedings as Willick representad. Ultimately, Willlck

btcame the subject of a complaint by at least one independent manbar of the Medical Hearing
Committee, Dr.Latry Plast. Tenet’s other counsel, christensen & Auer, rwpondod by telling

Willick to t d n a t e the procttdings, which ha than improperly did. This prcmatrlrc end wu a
plain violation of Dr. Mileikowsky’sprocedural rights4
JII.

RE,

TENETIS

Tenet’s bad faith peer review of Dr.Miloikowsky is not ontitled to any protections of
~;tatutoryimmunity. Tenet cannot cite a siunmary suspension anywhere that was upheld on fxts

akin to those at bar. The injustice to Dr.Miltikowslcy is far more compelling than in the leading
precedents rejecting p e a review immunity: Brown v. Pra&terian Health Care ,!Sen. 101 F.3d
1324 (lothCir. 1996), cert. denied, 520 US. 1181 (1997,andIslumf v. Covenanr Med. Ctr., litc.,
822 F.Supp. 1361 (N.D.Iowa 1992) Both of those decisions held in fsvor of the: physicians on

weaker evidence o f bad faith than h a t ,

14

In Brown v, Presbyterian Health Care Sent, the Tenth Circuit underscored how qualified
wdty does not protect hospitals whenever they can find an expert to support their action.
66iweare not persuaded by the defondant’s view. Under its theory, a peer review putkipant

would be absolutely immune fiom liability for its actions so long as it produced a siingle expert to
testify the requirements of 42 U.S,C. 4 11112(a) were satisfied. ThPs would be in direct

COptmven~onto Congress’ intention to provide ‘qualffled immunity,’ Moreover, to remove
a plaintiffs claims fiom the jury simply because af a difference of opinion among experts exists

wiould abrogate the jury’s responsibility to weigh the evidence and detarmine the crechbility of

witnesses.” 101 F.3d at 1334 (emphasis added).
The Brown court proceeded to confirm that immunity is unav&lable where, as here, the

Hospital fails to satisfy m y of the four HCQLA requiremenQ that the review be undertaken:
“( 1) in the reasonable belief that the action was in the fiutherance of quality health care,

(2) after a reasonable effort to obtain the facts of the matter, (3) after adequate notice and
hearing procedures are afforded to the physician involved or afEsr such other procedures
as are fair to the phpician under tho circumstances, and (4) in tho reasondbls beliefthat
the action was wortanted by the fads known after such reasonable effort to obtain facts

and after meeting the requirement of paragraph (3).”
101 F.3d at I333 (citing 42 7J.S.C

59 11 11 I(a)(l), 11112(a) (1994)). Specifically, the Brown

court held that “if a plaintiff chaIlenging a peer xwicw action proves, by a prtponcleranct of the

evidence, ally one Ofthe four requhements was not satisfied, the peer review blody is no
longer afforded immunity from damages under the Health Care Quality Improvement Act.” Id.
(citing 42 U.S.C, 1 11112(a), amphais added).
100005193.DoCI
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Tenet cannot distinguish Brown in a meaningful manner. Its facts, which the cowt found
to constitute a failure to make a “reasonable effort to obtain the facts of the matter,,”were mort

fiivorable to the hospital, in Brown than here. 101 F.3d at 1333. Yet Brown court irejccted
immunity based on the sham peer fevicw process itself, not the mbsequmt defametory report to
the National Practitioners Data Bank. Id. at 1333-34. Moreover, Brown did not even entail the

career-ending sanction of summary suspension inflicted upon Dr.Milaikowsky. LJnIike here, no
summary action WEN taken against Dr.Brown, and the ultimate recommendation was modified to

“allow[] Dr.Brown to reapply for privileges after fulfilling certain trahng requitc:ments.”
Brown, 101 F.3d at 1328.

The IsZami court likewise rejected arguments of immunity:
The critical issue in Dr.Islami’s motion for summary judgment becomes vlrhaer &e

procedures the defendants afforded to Dr. Islami were fair under the circumstances, .,.
The court believes that “firness based on the ci.rcumstancesn is the paradigm jury
question. The parties havo diamatrically opposed views on tho issue and bdiwt that the

factual record viewed as a wholo supports heir position. This is an issue for the jury to

decide.
8122 IF. Supp. at 1374.

The evidence against immunity is even more compelling hem than what the Islami c o w
found to be adequate. And unlike the cardiovascular and thoracic surgeon in the ljlami case,

who obviously holds the life o f his patients in his hands on a daily basis, Dr.Milcikowsky was

disciplined for trumped up allegations of a negligent circumcision. HCQIA “reco,gnizes,..that
suspdon of a doctor’s staffprivileges can have a devastating eff‘t

upon a medi,cal

professional, Consequently, the act has set up specific procedural safeguards which must be

given to the doctor before the hospitd and physician members of the peer review process are
afforded the benefits of the immunity provisions. This court cannot say as a matter of law that
the peer review process in this c a ~ caccorded Dr.Islami all of the due process rights to which he

isl entitled. Consquently, this matter will have to be submitted to a jury,” Id. at 1:379. Likewise,

Dbr. Mileikowsky deserves his full day in court.
As the Islami decision made clear, the overall C

K C U ~ ~ ~ are
~ ~ essential
G C S
in datennining

ttie fairness of the procedures. “The court will allow the jury to arISW8r the question of whether
the procedures which the defendants dforded to Dr. I s l d were fdr given tbie entire

fwtual circumstances in this case.’’ Id. at 1378 (emphasis added). The “factual circumstances”

ofDr.Milcikowsky‘s suspension are demonstrative of Tenet’s bad f8ith. See Clark Y.

CoZumbialMCA Info. Servs., supra (denying immunity to HCA for revoking privileges based on
the pretext of disruptive behavior by the physician). HCA o m 25% of Encino T i m a

R & o d Medical Center, and ddently the Clark decision against HCA did not affect its
uwduct.

It is worth emphasizing that hospitals, like most businesses, have econor& incentives to
destroy their adversaries. This powtrfirl financial motivation cannot be ignored. Evidence of
wlongdoing against Dr.Mileikowsky is ovwhelming, and accordingly a reversal of the decision

below is warranted.
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CONCLUSION
The summary suspension of Dr.Milcikowsky’sclinical privileges should be reversed and

Tenet’sattorney, Daniel Willick, should not be allowed to serve as a hearing officer.
DATED: Januw 5,2005

RespcctfuUy Submitted,
PARKER M I L L S & PATEL LLP
DAVID B.PARKER, ESQ.

Attorneys for Applicant and Proposed Amicus
Curiae ASSOCIATION OF AMENCAN

PHYSICIANS & SURGEONS, INC.

h d r e w L.Schlafly, Esq.
M A P S General Counscl
!>39Old Chaster Rd.
Far Hills, NJ 0793 1
(908) 7 19-8608
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EXHIBIT A

Editorial:

Abuse of the “Disruptive Physician” Clause
Lawrence R. Huntoon, M.D., Ph.D.
Buried deep in the “Corrective Action” section of most medical
staff bylaws is a provision known as the “Disruptive Physician”
clause. It is arguably the most dangerous and, in recent years, the
most abused provision in medical staff bylaws.
The term “disruptive physician” is purposely general, vague,
subjective, and undefined so that hospital administrators can
interpret it to mean whatever they wish.
How this treacherous trap got into medical staff bylaws is no
mystery in most instances. It was added at the urging of hospital
administrators, often with help from a medical staff president who
was duped into believing that the clause would only be used in those
extreme cases where a physician was found running drunk or naked
through the halls of the hospital.
Lack of vigilance by physicians, and failure of medical staffs to
obtain independent legal advice on changes to the bylaws, allowed
most hospital administrations to insert this clause without difficulty
or any meaningful opposition.
Why this clause was strategically placed in medical staff bylaws
is also no mystery. It is part of the strategic plan developed in 1990
by the hospital industry. The stated goal was to gain more control
over physicians in hospitals. Abuse of the disruptive-physician
clause and increasing use of sham peer review has allowed hospital
administrations to make great strides in achieving that goal.
Attorneys who specialize in representing hospitals have
definite recommendations on how “disruptive physician” can be
defined by a hospital, in order to remove a targeted physician from
staff. In fact, some law firms offer seminars for hospital officials
and their legal representatives that teach optimal methods for
eliminating certain physicians that the hospital dislikes. Here are a
few of the criteria for identifying a “disruptive physician”:
1. Political: Expressing political views that are disagreeable to the
hospital administration.
2. Economic: Refusing to join a physician-hospital venture, or to
participate in an HMO offered to hospital employees, or
offering a service that competes with the hospital.
3. Concern for quality care: Speaking out about deficiencies in
quality of care or patient safety in the hospital, or simply bringing
such concerns to the attention of the hospital administration.
4. Personality: Engaging in independent thought or resisting a
hospital administration’s “authority.”
5. Competence: Striving for a high level of competence, or
considering oneself to be right most of the time in clinical
judgment.
6. Timing: Making rounds at times different than those of the “herd.”
68

Although the disruptive-physician clause and sham peer review
are current weapons of choice used by hospital administrations
across the country, more weapons of physician destruction loom on
the horizon.
Physicians should be aware of the “Code of Conduct” and
“Exclusion from the Hospital Premises” clauses currently being
promoted by the hospital bar.
AAPS has posted a letter dated January 31, 2003, to the
General Counsel of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), which was drafted by the
leaders of the credentialing and peer review practice group of the
American Health Lawyers Association, in the Hall of Shame on
our website (see www.aapsonline.org). The letter is rated “R” for
stark Reality. Physicians need to wake up quickly and take notice
because this is what hospitals really have in mind for medical staffs
across the nation. Interested readers can also learn more about the
hospital industry’s strategic plan, developed in 1990: see
“Hospital Industry Reveals Its Strategic Plan: Control Over
Physicians” in theAAPS Hall of Shame.
Physician vigilance, and advice from knowledgeable,
independent counsel, are key to preventing further abuse of medical
staff bylaws by hospital administrations.
Lawrence R. Huntoon, M.D., Ph.D., is a practicing neurologist and
editor-in-chief of the Journal of American Physicians and Surgeons.

Memo to the Disruptive Physician
Oh how we strive
For quality high,
For health
And most of all safety.
But a word to the wise:
Reproof we despise
And outspoken physicians:
We hate thee.
Feel free to opine,
But note we define
All critics
As never constructive.
And, thus shall ensue
A sham peer review
And henceforth
You’re labeled “disruptive.”
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